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Summary

The cyber attack on Sony Pictures Entertainment in late 2014 began as a public embarrassment for an American company and ultimately led to the unprecedented action by the US president to formally attribute a cyber attack to a nation-state (North Korea). The incident played out at the nexus of the private cyber-security industry and US government communities including the White House, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and the National Security Agency.

The attack was triggered by Sony’s plan to release *The Interview*, a comedy in which an American talk show host and his producer are recruited by the Central Intelligence Agency to travel to North Korea and assassinate North Korea’s supreme leader, Kim Jong-un. The cyber attack was discussed everywhere: from supermarket tabloids, delighting in gossip-rich leaked emails, to official statements by leaders in the US government, including President Obama.

When laid out in a timeline, the events surrounding the cyber attack—which include the attribution to North Korea and subsequent responses by both the government and private-sector cyber-security experts—provide a case study of the actions and interactions of the players in a major cyber attack.

The events surrounding the attack and the attribution provide insight into three areas: the effects of government and private-sector actions on the perception of a cyber event among the public, the effect of attribution on the behavior of the attackers, and possible motives for North Korea’s high-profile cyber actions. The incident also illuminates the role of multi-domain deterrence to respond to attacks in the cyber domain.
Cyber attacks have increased in number, scale, and variety in recent years, threatening US economic interests and national security. In the eyes of some, the cyber threat from sophisticated actors capable of “full spectrum” actions “has potential consequences similar in some ways to the nuclear threat of the Cold War.” High-consequence cyber attacks call for a whole-of-government response to detect, deny, and deter bad actors and, when appropriate, retaliate. Proper and proportional retaliation in the face of a cyber attack is a particularly difficult problem. An attacker may not have appropriate cyber targets, calling for a retaliatory capability in a different domain. The policy issues associated with employing different levers of power under different authorities (multi-domain deterrence) should be informed by an understanding of the actions and interactions among the players in a cyber attack.

This report provides a case study of the 2014 cyber attack on Sony Pictures Entertainment (NOTE: in this paper, “Sony” will refer to Sony Pictures Entertainment, while “Sony Corp.” will refer to the parent, Japan-based Sony Corporation). By following the course of a single incident, we hope to gain insight into how players across governments and the private sectors behave and respond when an attack occurs. The Sony attack achieved wide public notoriety, driven perhaps less by a broad interest in national security than by leaked emails that disclosed interesting ways celebrities misbehave. Looking past the fascination with the culture of celebrity and the backroom dealings in the entertainment industry, we find that the events in that short period, which included an unprecedented public attribution by the president, provide a window into nation-state actions in cyberspace and an interesting case study of US government activities at the intersection of law enforcement and national security.

The wide variety of actions and actors in this case study make it particularly interesting as a source of insights into the multi-domain deterrence problem: a private US company became the target of a cyber attack by a foreign nation-state with minimal cyber infrastructure and a nonexistent private industry. The United States cannot deter an attack like this by threatening retribution in kind. The United States is not likely to embrace a declaratory cyber-deterrence policy that includes attacks on private companies, and even if it did, this attacker does not have such assets to hold at risk. Multi-domain deterrence policies could have an impact on adversaries considering a cyber attack on a US asset; this case study can help shape such policies.

The general outline of the events is well known. Sony planned to release The Interview, a Seth Rogen comedy portraying the assassination of Kim Jong-un, the supreme leader of North Korea, or, officially, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. The North Korean government objected to the movie, including a vehement protest to the secretary-general of the United Nations (UN), but Sony pushed ahead with its plan to show the film. One month before The Interview’s scheduled Christmas release, a cyber attack on Sony released a trove of sensitive data and caused extensive damage to Sony computers. Later, as leaks continued and anonymous threats to Sony increased, the US government reacted to this attack on a private company in an unprecedented public manner, attributing the attack to North Korea. This triggered strong public statements by North Korea in state-controlled media, as well as an overt response to the attack by the United States in the economic and diplomatic domains and, possibly, covert response in the cyber domain. Throughout the ordeal, public commentary and reactions by private cyber-security companies helped uncover the myriad of actions by governments, private industry, and shadowy groups.

---


While the cyber attack itself played out over a few weeks in November and December 2014, the activities during those weeks are connected to actions by both the United States and North Korea that extend back at least a decade. This report lays out the timeline of events by the United States, North Korea, actors in cyberspace, and interested private sector parties.

The following section presents the overall timeline, and subsequent sections describe the details of the buildup and initial phases of the attack, the actions of the private cyber-security industry, the decision by the US government to attribute the attack to North Korea, and North Korea’s reaction. The paper concludes with a discussion of the aftermath of the attack and possible broader implications of the events in this case study.

**Timeline of Events**

The 2014 Sony cyber attack includes actions by the United States and foreign governments, the US private sector, and shadowy cyber groups. A timeline of events during the most eventful weeks of the attack is displayed in Figure 1. This timeline provides a reference for the discussions in the rest of the report. Each event will be further described in the following sections.

**Sony, The Interview, and the Attack**

and this isn’t flunky it’s the chairman of the entire sony corporation who I am dealing with.

— Email from Amy Pascal to Seth Rogen, on Kazuo Hirai’s concern over The Interview

*The Interview* was conceived in 2010 as a farcical movie, in the tradition of *Borat,*3 that satirized the perceived idiosyncrasies of a distant nation from a Western perspective. Originally, the target of ridicule was Kim Jong-il, but between conception and screenplay, Kim Jong-il died and was succeeded by his son, Kim Jong-un, an equal—perhaps superior—subject for an irreverent American movie.

As Sony geared up its publicity machine in advance of a scheduled October release,4 the first “teaser” trailer for the movie was posted to YouTube on June 11, 2014, promoting an October release of the movie. The trailer portrayed the film as satire in which a Hollywood talk show host and his producer are hired by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) to travel to North Korea and assassinate Kim Jong-un. The trailer parodies the American celebrity news culture but also mocks the mythology surrounding North Korean leadership.

Soon after the first trailer was released, North Korea responded quickly and vehemently in the international community. On June 27, a letter from North Korea’s UN ambassador, Ja Song-nam, to Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon said, “Absolutely intolerable is the distribution of such a film in the United States, as it is the most undisguised terrorism and an act of war to deprive the service personnel and people of [North Korea] of their mental mainstay and bring down its social system.”5

Both Sony and Sony Corp. expressed discomfort with the controversial film. Kazuo Hirai, chief executive officer of Sony Corp., screened the movie soon after the trailer was released. As later disclosed in emails leaked as part of the ensuing cyber attack, Hirai called Michael Lynton, the chief executive officer of

---


Sony, and expressed his concerns for the film.\(^6\) *Vanity Fair* reported that Hirai “believed the movie could enrage Japan’s volatile enemy and neighbor.”\(^7\) Despite the controversy, Sony decided to move ahead with the film. Hirai suggested multiple changes to the film, including a softening of Kim Jong-un’s death

---


scene. The edits pushed back the release date to December 25, 2014.

We’ve obtained all your internal data.

– #GOP

Sony employees showed up for work the Monday before the Thanksgiving holiday, perhaps expecting a quiet week. Instead, they were greeted by an image on their computer monitors, depicted in Figure 2, containing disturbing graphics, somewhat incoherent threats, and multiple suspicious URLs. For some of the Sony executives, this may not have been a complete surprise; on the Friday before the attack, a group identifying themselves as “God’s Apostles” sent an email to Sony executives, stating “We’ve got great damage by Sony Pictures… Pay the damage, or Sony Pictures will be bombarded as a whole.” However, the threats were vague, and the source had no credibility. Even with the benefit of hindsight, Sony’s disregard of this anonymous threat is understandable.

The attack was the work of a group called the “Guardians of Peace” (#GOP). The disturbing screen image greeting Sony employees was reminiscent of website defacements characteristic of cyber vandalism. However, the attack on November 24 was not just vandalism. The URLs at the bottom of the screen led to lists of files that #GOP claimed it exfiltrated from Sony, as well as email addresses to contact #GOP members. The material showed that #GOP was able to exfiltrate Sony’s protected content.

North Korea and Black Market Media

The Interview was not the first time that Hollywood mocked the supreme leader of North Korea [Team America: World Police (2004) is another film in the same vein]. However, changes in the world are making the country more fearful of exposure to Western media. North Korea is a famously closed country that does not allow free flow of international media. Part of this is for control purposes; the North Korean government fears that exposure of Western media to its citizens could incite tremendous pressure for social reform.

North Korea has had a flourishing information black market for the past decade. Tools to deliver media, such as radios (that can tune into South Korean stations), DVDs, and flash drives enter the country via smugglers or tied to balloons. Those that are not found during police sweeps are passed from household to household. Many of the people involved with these smuggling campaigns are defectors from North Korea living in South Korea or elsewhere. The outside media exposes North Koreans to the world as it exists outside the country’s borders and provides a view counter to the messages from state-controlled media. Therefore, it is in the best interest of North Korea’s government to limit the negative depictions of it from the beginning.

Two URLs pointed to servers registered under Sony’s domain name, another was under Brazil’s top-level


10 Imgur, “I used to work for Sony Pictures. My friend still works there and sent this to me. All of Sony has been hacked,” Imgur (image-sharing site), November 24, 2014, https://imgur.com/qXNgFVz.


domain, and a fourth was under Russia's domain. The URL that linked to Sony's servers—the URL in the spe.sony.com domain—indicated that the attackers compromised the network to a degree that allowed them to use Sony's namespace on the public Internet. The attackers claimed to have taken a huge volume—100 terabytes—of data; ultimately, roughly 200 gigabytes was released.  

"I used to work for Sony Pictures. My friend still works there and sent this to me. All of Sony has been hacked." 2014

[This attack] would have slipped or probably got past 90% of internet defenses that are out there.

— Joe Demarest, Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Deputy Director

In the wake of the attack, articles in the press pointed to deficiencies in Sony's cyber security. Elements of the greater Sony Corp., inspired by multiple intrusions into the Sony PlayStation Network in prior years, had been improving the security of their servers; those improvements unfortunately were not adopted at Sony. Sony's lack of security also extended to physical vulnerabilities. On November 3, weeks before the #GOP attack was made public, a team from the threat intelligence firm Norse Corp. claimed that, while waiting to speak with Sony executives, they were able to walk directly into the unlocked and unguarded information security office housing unlocked computers with access to private information on Sony's international network.

Even if Sony exercised best practices for cyber security, the sophistication of the attack may have made its success inevitable. Kevin Mandia, whose company was hired by Sony to lead the internal investigation, said the attack was “an unparalleled and well planned crime, carried out by an organized group, for which neither SPE [Sony] nor other companies could have been fully prepared.” While the attack was not as complex as Stuxnet, which relied on four zero-day exploits, it displayed a level of targeting, preparation, and planning beyond the now-common distributed denial-of-service attacks.

---


23 A zero-day exploit is a flaw in a code that has not been discovered by the broader community. Due to their complexity, usually these exploits are only the workings of sophisticated state-funded cyber programs.

24 A "distributed denial of service" attack is an attempt to overload a system by sending numerous requests in parallel.
The attack began with careful preparation well in advance of November 24. According to the post-attack analysis conducted by the FBI, Sony’s network was first breached in September 2014. The attackers accessed the Sony network by sending phishing emails to Sony employees and established phony websites to harvest credentials and gain access to Sony systems. From there, the attackers were able to maintain a presence on the Sony network to search for weak points and execute a series of attacks to compromise other systems and steal data.

Stealing data was not the only goal. While attackers bent on espionage try to remain undetected, the #GOP clearly wanted to cause damage. Once Sony’s data had been exfiltrated, the attackers modified Sony’s computers and servers in a way that maximized disruption. The attack included corruption of the systems’ disk drives by removing the low-level information needed for booting up. This destruction served no espionage purpose, nor did it further the extortion demands; such an action appears primarily intended to inflict financial damage on Sony.

The folks who did this didn’t just steal practically everything from the house; they burned the house down.

– Michael Lynton

Sony disconnected its network from the Internet as soon as it realized it was compromised. By then, it was too late to stop the most damaging aspects of the attack. Thousands of computers and hundreds of servers were rendered useless. Operations at Sony were significantly hindered in the weeks following the attack, pushing the company back to technologies it could still trust. Modern company smartphones were discarded, and old Blackberries were recovered from storage. The communications networks were shut down entirely. Ancient business practices were also resurrected; paper check cutters were pulled out of storage, and the face-to-face meetings became the norm for information sharing.

Meanwhile, as Sony struggled, the #GOP publically released the exfiltrated data over the ensuing weeks. The #GOP also sent messages to Sony, its employees, and movie theaters. The #GOP communicated either directly via email or posted messages to


websites such as Github and Pastebin.\textsuperscript{30, 31} The leaks included yet-unreleased films and scripts, personally identifiable information including social security numbers and employee medical records, and email correspondences highlighting amusing gossip as well as confidential business practices.

Still, the demands at this time were ambiguous; further adding to the confusion, the attack made no connection to North Korea or direct mention of \textit{The Interview}.

\section*{The Cyber-Security Industry Responds}

There are strong indications of North Korean involvement.

– \textit{Tom Kellermann}

I now see this was done by North Korea.

– \textit{Simon Choi}

In this world, you can fake everything.

– \textit{Jaime Blasco}

Just weird.

– \textit{Bruce Schneier}

Sony made only guarded statements immediately after the attack but quickly reached out to the cyber-security industry. Sony hired Mandiant (part of FireEye) to investigate the attack.\textsuperscript{35} Mandiant and its founder, Kevin Mandia, rose to prominence in 2013 by publishing evidence that the Chinese People's Liberation Army was responsible for a series of cyber attacks that stole hundreds of terabytes of data from over 141 organizations, most of them in the United States.\textsuperscript{36} Mandiant, like Sony, did not publicly discuss the ongoing investigation (the earliest example the authors found of Kevin Mandia

\begin{verse}


\end{verse}
discussing the case was at Recode’s Code Enterprise Series event in April 2015).37

Unlike Mandiant, who was directly hired to investigate the attack, many other private cyber-security companies carried out independent investigations and discussed their findings openly. These companies operate within a cyber ecosystem that includes private sector firms and government organizations that find mutual benefit by operating cooperatively. The private sector participants benefit from the publicity that comes with visible engagement in notable cyber events, but the nature of the Internet itself makes it difficult to draw definitive conclusions from observed behavior on the Internet.

Ambiguity is ubiquitous on the Internet. Nearly everything can be manipulated: locations, content, and identities. That makes attribution a common difficulty with cyber attacks, which was no different for the Sony cyber attack. The Internet does not inherently need to trace identities through the network to operate because the interconnections between different operators do not track individual communications sessions, as with telephone calls. Actions by attackers to shroud their identity, combined with misdirection by attention seekers, can complicate attribution. Still, technical means exist to correlate activity with people and organizations.

In the case of Sony, the first credible attributions came from the private-sector, cyber-security firms, building on an established history of investigations of cyber attacks. A sophisticated cyber attack draws on tools and techniques that develop over time and likely have been used before. Based on analysis of past attacks and what was known about the Sony attack, some private-sector security firms attributed the November 24 attack to North Korea as early as the first week of December.38 The actions of the Sony attackers were similar to those who performed the “DarkSeoul” attack on March 20, 2013, which damaged the networks of South Korean financial systems and television broadcasters.39, 40, 41

Two groups, the WhIs Team and the NewRomanic Cyber Army Team, took credit for the March 2013 attack; security firms concluded that the two are essentially the same group.42 The computer security industry, represented by companies like TrendMicro, carried out analyses of these attacks and developed a familiarity with the tools and techniques used there (refer to Figure 3).

Similarities between the March 2013 and #GOP attacks were apparent,43 including the uncommon (at the time) tactic of wiping the system boot records of infected computers (thirty thousand in the March 2013 attack44 versus about three thousand in


44 Jerin Mathew, “Hacking at Sony has Similarities with Earlier Attacks in Middle East and South Korea,” International Business Times (December 5, 2014), http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/hacking-sony-has-similarities-earlier-attacks-middle-east-south-korea-1478128.
the #GOP attack). The technical analysis and contemporaneous reporting of statements by unnamed government officials attributed the March 2013 attack to North Korea.

The Cyber-Security Ecosystem

The cyber-security ecosystem includes a combination of private entities and government organizations that play a variety of roles to protect users. Familiar names in cyber security, such as Symantec and FireEye, specialize in protection of user devices and servers by looking for known malware that may be inadvertently downloaded to a user’s computer.

Cyber-security firms and the FBI also work to identify new malware. If malicious code is discovered, it is often shared with other companies, usually through a government intermediary such as the FBI or the US Computer Emergency Readiness Team. Individual companies and the FBI then search for identifying characteristics of malicious code and try to find connections to prior attacks. If a company is able to find enough similarities and strong evidence identifying the party responsible for the prior attack, the common attributes of the attack form the basis for attribution of the new attack. Private industry may be motivated to publish the information to hasten public sentiment toward an attribution, while the FBI may want to keep the information private for the sake of building a case for prosecution. Different motivations of private industry and the FBI often result in different courses of action from such attribution.

In addition to the aforementioned organizations that detect malware, Internet service providers such as AT&T and content distribution networks such as Akamai monitor traffic levels across the Internet. These entities are able to identify and take action against certain attacks, such as distributed denial of service.

Cyber-security experts were not all in agreement that North Korea was responsible for the #GOP attack. Some experts agreed that technical analysis pointed toward North Korea but disagreed with the conclusion based on general objections rather than specific claims of insufficient evidence. For example, Jaime Blasco, a cyber-security expert from AlienVault, noted that “you can fake everything” online; cyber-security researcher


Bruce Schneier said that North Korea retaliating for a movie was “just weird.”

North Korea’s Benefit from Attacks from the #GOP and Whols Team/NewRomanic Cyber Army Team Attacks

The North Koreans did not appear to receive any financial benefits from either the 2014 attack on Sony or the March 2013 attack on South Korean television broadcasters and financial systems. Rather, these attacks demonstrated their ability to employ asymmetric operations, perhaps as a deterrent. One commentator, Choe Sang-hun from The New York Times, went so far as to say that the March 2013 attack was an intentional message from North Korea that it could attack South Korean infrastructure without resorting to traditional warfare. If the North Koreans intended to demonstrate an asymmetric capability, the attacks by Whols and the #GOP could be considered successful.

As with any body of evidence, different communities will come to different conclusions based on their experiences and world views. For Schneier, a technical expert, the evidence collected by cyber-security firms was not enough to outweigh his perspective on national security issues. For Blasco, the possible manipulation of technical data layers doubt over the analyses. Ultimately, confidence in attribution will differ among different audiences with varying expertise and perspectives.

The US Government Attributes the Attack to North Korea

The world will be full of fear. Remember the 11th of September 2001.

– #GOP, December 16, 2014

The FBI announced today and we can confirm that North Korea engaged in this attack.

– President Obama, December 19, 2014

The government’s engagement escalated once the rhetoric from the attackers became extreme. The #GOP messages through December 15 threatened Sony and its employees; this escalated on December 16 when the #GOP demanded that theaters pull the film, insinuating that theaters refusing to comply should “remember the 11th of September 2001.”

The number of theaters planning to show the film dropped precipitously in the days following the #GOP threat of violence. Although the Department of Homeland Security quickly stated that this threat was unfounded, Sony allowed theater chains to pull the film at their discretion, and the five largest chains in North America pulled the film within twenty-four hours. The National Association of Theatre Owners subsequently allowed individual


theatres to pull the film,\textsuperscript{55} which caused another cascade of cancellations. Around the same time, New Regency studios canceled a nascent project starring Steve Carell, also with a plot involving North Korea.\textsuperscript{56}

Before the December 16 threat, the US government said very little publicly about the attack. That changed quickly after the threat of violence. On December 19, in historic statements, both the FBI and the president attributed the attack to North Korea.\textsuperscript{57, 58} The president said, “[North Korea] caused a lot of damage, and we will respond. We will respond proportionally, and we’ll respond in a place and time and manner that we choose.”

The attribution was highly visible but lacked specifics. The FBI issued a press release that spoke to the need to protect sensitive sources and methods. Kevin Mandia later observed that the president’s support of FBI attribution was a way to shift the question for the public from “is it North Korea or not?” to “do you believe the president or not?”\textsuperscript{59}

The president also expressed his disappointment in Sony for pulling the film from theaters, likening the cyber threat to breaking-and-entering intimidation tactics.\textsuperscript{60} Arguably, Sony’s decision was already made for them by the many theaters refusing to show the film. The cautious behavior of the private sector is understandable because an attack that injures or kills moviegoers could have potentially far-reaching consequences for the industry. While certainly an understandable response by private industry, succumbing to threats is counter to the government interest in ensuring that the nation does not give in to blackmail. Competing equities are, and will continue to be, a major factor in private sector cooperation with the government.

\begin{quote}
I am deeply skeptical of the FBI’s announcement. \\
\textit{– Bruce Schneier, December 22, 2014}
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
Despite what I wrote at the time, I now believe that North Korea was responsible for the attack. \\
\textit{– Bruce Schneier, September 28, 2015}
\end{quote}

Confidence in an attribution often requires confidence in the evidence presented as well as a belief that the attributor is credible. Public confidence in the attribution by the FBI and White House was less than complete.\textsuperscript{61} Before the attribution, commentary in the press was mixed, and the initial attribution by the government caused some cyber-security experts to lean toward the belief that North Korea was responsible. However, many reputable commentators doubted the credibility of the FBI. The FBI is limited to investigating domestic crimes, which makes questionable any attribution to a foreign state without compelling evidence.


Furthermore, the president’s role is ultimately political, and a statement from that office does not necessarily add much technical credibility.

**Film Released Through Video on Demand and in Theaters**

Immediately after the film was pulled from theaters, Sony began to look to release the film as video on demand (VOD). However, many cable, satellite, and digital companies with VOD distribution capabilities rejected the offer out of fear for becoming targets themselves.62 Sony eventually struck a deal with Google and Microsoft to release the film as VOD on December 24.63 Google and Sony came to an agreement mere days after the Project Goliath email was leaked; the conjunction nicely illustrates the shared and competing interests of the entertainment industry and the technology companies.

Between the week spanning Sony’s decision to pull The Interview and its intended Christmas Day release, roughly three hundred independent theaters ultimately decided to show the film on Christmas Day. Multiple other VOD providers agreed to show the film by New Year’s Day. The film was available on Netflix by the end of January 2015. Although the film may have generated more revenue in the absence of the #GoP threats, the film was not a total financial loss, realizing roughly $46 million by January 20 (the film reportedly cost $44 million to make).64 However, because of the complexity of the attack on Sony, approximate losses to the company would not be known until financial statements were released in the ensuing months.

Multiple commentators also expressed a general distrust of government. The decision to invade Iraq in 2003, which was justified in part by unsupported and ultimately discredited claims that Iraq was about to acquire nuclear weapons, served as a touchstone for those inclined to question the attribution on general principles.65, 66

Although it is common practice for the FBI to perform an attribution without releasing sensitive sources and methods, less visible actions were taken concurrently by multiple government organizations to confirm North Korea’s involvement. Those actions were acknowledged in later public statements.

In early January 2015, Fordham University hosted an International Conference on Cyber Security, which included keynote speeches by heads of the National Security Council, FBI, and National Security Agency (NSA).67, 68, 69 The NSA speech was particularly interesting because, until then, the relationship between the intelligence community and law enforcement was not openly discussed.


63 Ibid.

64 Adam B. Vary, “‘The Interview’ Has Made Nearly Seven Times More Online than at the Box Office,” BuzzFeed News (January 6, 2015, updated on January 20, 2015), https://www.buzzfeed.com/adambvary/the-interview-tops-31-million-in-online-sales?utm_term=.trNK4JXnE#.ybGQM5j3V.


At the conference, Admiral Mike Rogers, head of the NSA, confirmed that the NSA worked closely with the FBI during this investigation:

“We were asked to provide our technical expertise. We were asked to take a look at the malware. We were asked to take a look at not just the data that was being generated from Sony, but also what data could we bring to the table here. ‘Here’s other activity and patterns we’ve observed from this actor over time.’

The NSA’s delay in stating its involvement is understandable. Exposing cyber capabilities can cause targets to implement countermeasures that compromise the capabilities. The NSA revealed its involvement in an investigation that stemmed from an entertainment film, ultimately drawing more attention to some of its capabilities and operations. These releases of information may reduce the NSA’s abilities to use the same tools in the future.

The NSAs admission of involvement with the attribution impacted expert opinions of the government’s attribution to North Korea. Those technical capabilities give the agency credibility among the technologically savvy. In addition to the on-the-record statements at the International Conference on Cyber Security, The New York Times published an article on January 18, in which government sources, many speaking off the record, described how the NSA knew North Korea was behind the attack. The NSA’s role as the government’s signals intelligence resource gives it tools not available to the FBI. Bruce Schneier was the cyber-security expert who originally said the notion of North Korea’s involvement in the attack was “just weird.” He was very skeptical about the FBI’s attribution to North Korea due to a lack of evidence, and up until just before the Fordham conference, he speculated it could be the work of Russian nationals.

He was ultimately convinced that the government attribution was correct after the NSA stepped forward and the subsequent New York Times article was published. Schneier’s reassessment suggests that, for technical experts, statements made by those with a stronger reputation for technical credibility can carry more weight than those from law enforcement or even the president.

North Korea’s Response

North Korea made The Interview a controversy very early and in a very visible way through official statements at the UN on the release of the trailer. To understand North Korea’s response to the publicity surrounding the attack and to the attribution by the president, we analyzed news published by North Korean state-controlled media.

The North Korean media comprises state-run television, radio, and print sources. Reporters without Borders ranked North Korea 179th in its 2016 Press Freedom Index, beating out only Eritrea in press freedom. For our purposes, the lack of free press provides a window into the government’s reaction to the attribution; any media from the country is likely to be very close to the official stance of the North Korean government. We were unable to find many North Korean video and radio clips during our search. We were, however, able to find print sources through KCNA Watch, an “aggregator of official DPRK media output” that displays English translations of news from North Korean media (some North Korean news outlets also publish in

---


English; KCNA Watch collects articles from these sources as well. Figure 4 displays the article counts from these sources. The articles found in the search are listed in the appendix.

Although cyber-security firms attributed the attack to North Korea soon after the November 24 discovery of the attack, the North Korean government’s response in the media was limited until after the FBI and President Obama’s attribution on December 19. Before the United States attributed the attack to North Korea, the little news from North Korea mainly praised the work of the cyber attackers while denying any involvement. After the US government’s attribution, the North Korean media published a flurry of articles defending its innocence and proposing the United States conducts a joint investigation with them (the United States rejected the proposal).

The articles continued well after the attack, inveighing against sanctions and US statements about human rights. The arguments published in the North Korean articles also showed similarities to arguments from US cyber-security experts published in the US media, such as a criticism of the FBI’s attribution without evidence and the fact that the attackers could have changed their coding patterns to appear to originate from North Korea.

---


The U.S. State Secretary is going to justify the production of the movie hurting the dignity of the supreme leadership of a sovereign state while trumpeting about the freedom of expression.

– KCNA

North Korea may have been concerned that *The Interview* would inspire its citizens to question the dominance of the Kim family. Despite North Korea’s attempted isolation from most of the rest of the world, Western media is frequently smuggled into the country via China and South Korea (see the sidebar titled “North Korea and Black Market Media”). Concerns that *The Interview* would be smuggled into North Korea were soon confirmed; pirated copies of *The Interview* were delivered from China less than two days after the film was released online.80 In another instance, thousands of copies were sent over using helium balloons.81

**The Aftermath**

We will respond proportionally, and we’ll respond in a place and time and manner that we choose.

– President Obama, December 19, 2014

President Obama promised “proportional response,” not retaliation in kind. Following a long history of practice in US–North Korea relationships, the United States chose to respond in the economic domain. The government imposed sanctions on January 2, 2015.82 Critics from varied ideological backgrounds did not view these sanctions as effective. *The New York Times* noted that six decades of sanctions were not able to modify North Korea’s behavior, and the Heritage Foundation stated in early 2016 that the sanctions were far reaching but only weakly implemented over the course of a year.

The United States has the ability to engage in sophisticated cyber operations and could have chosen to respond in kind, but it is unclear whether it did. Three days after the December 19 attribution, the Internet in North Korea went out for eight hours.83, 84 Dyn, an Internet performance management company, described the days leading up to the Internet outage as “a long pattern of up-and-down connectivity, followed by a total outage, [which] seems consistent with a fragile network under external attack.”85 A denial-of-service attack affecting the North Korean network could be executed with modest technical capability. The US government did not admit involvement; State Department Spokeswoman Marie Harf said, “We aren’t going to discuss, you know, publicly operational details about the possible response options . . . as we implement our responses, some will be seen, some may not


be seen.”86 Online hacking groups claimed “credit” for the retaliation against North Korea’s Internet.87 There is also the possibility that the North Korean Internet faced connectivity problems independent of an attack, as it is quite fragile, containing only four networks. (For comparison, Taiwan has 5,030 networks for a similar population.)88 Dyn also noted that the pattern of the outage was “consistent with more common causes, such as power problems,” and the Washington Post observed that North Korea suffered roughly fifteen disruptions in connectivity between January 2015 and May 2015.89 Was the US government involved in the outage? The evidence is inconclusive.

Few options exist for deterring North Korea’s bad behavior. Regardless of whether the United States launched a cyber attack on the North Korean Internet, the deterrent value of a retaliation in kind to the Sony attack is dubious; North Korea does not have the same dependence on its cyber assets as other countries. Further, the long history of US actions suggests that economic sanctions do not change North Korea’s behavior. The United States reportedly pursued diplomatic efforts, including appeals to China.90 Each of North Korea’s four networks is connected to the Internet through China, which gives China the ability to monitor actions taken by the North Korean government. When shared interests exist, diplomacy can influence in the cyber domain; China’s economic espionage has dropped drastically in recent years, which may have partially been due to diplomacy between the US and Chinese governments.91, 92, 93

### Sony’s Financial and Economic Losses

Sony’s stated financial losses from the attack were published in its “Consolidated Financial Results for the Fiscal Year Ended March 31, 2015.” Sony reported losses of $41 million from the attacks, primarily “related to investigation and remediation expenses relating to a cyber attack on Sony’s network and [information technology] infrastructure which was identified in November 2014.”94 For comparison, Sony reported $501 million in operating income on over $8 billion in revenue the previous fiscal year. The $41 million likely only reflects setting up replacement information technology systems; Sony likely incurred other costs to improve
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its security posture. The exposure of personal information exposed Sony to further liabilities; a class-action lawsuit, alleging Sony did not adequately safeguard employee data or immediately notify current and former employees of the attack, was settled by Sony on April 6, 2016.\textsuperscript{95, 96} Beyond financial losses, there are also greater economic losses which are difficult to quantify, including lost revenue from leaked films, lost intellectual property, and an increased loss in reputation—exacerbated by WikiLeaks, which made the entire database searchable.

**Conclusions**

The Sony attack evolved into a whole-of-nation US response against a cyber attack, with participation by the private sector, law enforcement, and the intelligence community. As with any case study, the conclusions developed here provide only a narrow window to understand the broader problems of nation-state actions in cyberspace and the role of cross-domain deterrence, but the lessons shed light on the interplay of the actors in a complicated cyber attack and point to areas for further study.

**Divining the Motives of North Korea**

The initial reaction by North Korea, a letter to the UN including the phrase “act of war” in response to a satirical film, may seem overblown or even irrational. The North Korean response—a carefully orchestrated cyber attack executed over many months—suggests that the North Koreans took the affront very seriously. While no definitive statement of North Korea’s objectives is possible, the events described in this case study suggest two motives for the cyber attack.

First, the attack’s destructive nature, damaging to Sony’s reputation, its intellectual property, and even further its information technology infrastructure, can be seen as an attempt to inhibit the production of content North Korea deems offensive. While Hollywood is not likely to forego pursuing a profitable path to avoid offending North Korea, the costs of the attack, compounded by the poor financial performance of *The Interview*, should affect the studios’ calculus.

Second, the North Korean government has tight but not complete control over the media consumed by its people. The government has a strong interest in maintaining control over its population and over the messages it receives when, as in this case, media portraying a counter-narrative becomes available. Militarily, the nation seeks to present a picture of armed forces arrayed against aggressive world powers who wish harm on the people; culturally, the same picture of a nation under attack furthers the objective to view content like *The Interview* not as creative expression or entertainment but as an assault on the values that define the nation. The UN statement at the beginning of the controversy over *The Interview* and the tenor of the statements from state-controlled media all point to a world hostile to North Korea, thereby serving the government’s interest by providing a framing for the film should it be available to its people.

**Attribution, Behavior, and Norms**

The seminal event of this case study is the unprecedented public attribution of a cyber attack by the president to a foreign power. The attackers did not change their behavior after attributions by the private sector, but they stopped making threats after


the attribution by the FBI and White House, despite continued public denials by North Korea. At the same time, the North Korean media increased its coverage of Sony and proclaimed its innocence.

**Government Statements Do Not Convince Everybody**

Some cyber-security experts were still unconvinced by the evidence provided by the government in January 2015. For example, John McAfee thought it was the work of civil libertarians, and Robert Graham thought the US government was hiding something. Interestingly, North Korean media mentioned McAfee as the founder of an “American information security company” who “said that the cyber attack was made by U.S. hackers with liberalist tendency, adding that he knows who did it but will not mention their names and that he could say with confidence that FBI was wrong in spreading the rumor.” Critics of an attribution either do not trust the evidence or feel that the evidence does not match their world view. It is important to assess the credibility of critics themselves; some are healthy skeptics who could be convinced with more evidence, while others have a separate agenda inconvenienced by the attribution and will therefore never accept the information.

While it is not possible to say with complete confidence that North Korea changed its behavior in response to the attribution, the experience suggests value in attribution to shape behavior. A coordinated effort across both government and the private sector for routinely attributing actions in cyberspace through techniques recognized as credible could improve adherence to norms and discourage malicious actions in cyberspace.

**Attribution, Credibility, and Perceptions**

The government is not alone in capability for attribution. The private sector attributed the event to North Korea very soon after the initial attack, demonstrating sophisticated analysis capabilities that were widely, albeit not universally, accepted as a basis for attribution. The evidence-based attributions of private industry, combined with the media reporting on North Korea’s potential involvement due to the subject matter of *The Interview*, painted a credible picture that North Korea was involved with the attack. The aggressive engagement of these companies in shaping the public perception of cyber attacks means that public perceptions may be established before the government reveals evidence that is not available to the private sector and may lead to different conclusions.

Law enforcement and intelligence authorities also have a rich capability for attribution, but public statements from the government are unusual; in general, neither law enforcement’s nor the intelligence community’s interests advanced through public attribution. Law enforcement must protect the integrity of a criminal investigation, and the intelligence community has national security concerns due to the involvement of a foreign government.

In the Sony case, the US government made its rare public attribution after the threat of 9/11-style attacks on movie theaters. This was weeks after numerous private cyber-security firms provided analysis of North Korea’s involvement in the cyber attacks. While public opinion was already shaped by the prior private-sector attribution, the government attribution also influenced the perceptions of some commentators in this case. Anecdotal evidence from
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Other Notable Cyber Attacks in US History

In February 2013, Mandiant released a report that attributed numerous cyber attacks worldwide, a vast majority in the United States, to the Chinese People’s Liberation Army. In May 2014, the United States filed cyber-espionage charges against five members of the Chinese military. Victims included companies in steel, solar, nuclear power, and specialty metals industries. According to the Christian Science Monitor, this indictment was the first the United States filed against a “state actor for economic cyber-theft.” However, the US intelligence community did not make any official statements.

In 2016, the Democratic National Committee fell victim to cyber attacks that exfiltrated tens of thousands of emails. The United States attributed this attack to Russian hackers. Rather than the FBI announcing an attribution, which was the case for the Sony attack, the announcement was made by the Department of Homeland Security and James Clapper, the director of national intelligence.

Although the Chinese, Russian, and North Korean cyber attacks caused considerable problems for the US government, the motivations of these attacks appeared to differ. The Chinese attacks were performed to access trade secrets, while the North Korean and Russian attacks were related to influence operations. The North Korean attack hindered the release of films that cast the country in a bad light, while the Russian attack impacted elections.

Cyber attacks on US entities by nation-states are likely to continue in the future in the form of financial as well as influence operations. It is important to establish cyberspace norms to better clarify acceptable behavior.


this case study suggests that informed commentators looked critically on the source of the attribution and the evidence presented before accepting an attribution. If the government seeks to influence public opinion by attributing actions in cyberspace, the attribution needs to be credible. While the evidence from this single case study is limited, the intelligence community’s public statements demonstrated an ability to influence opinion.

Information Sharing and Denial of Benefits

The Sony intrusion began months before becoming visible, and the damage from the attack could have been mitigated with earlier response actions by Sony. Through the course of the attack, very little evidence surfaced of government efforts to aid Sony directly and thereby deny benefits to North Korea. According to The New York Times, the NSA was watching the North Korean networks years before the cyber attack began. It is possible the NSA was aware of the attack on Sony long before it became public on November 24, based on its intelligence-gathering function. Under current law and policy, there would have been no justification to share that information with Sony. As noted earlier, the intelligence community has valid national security concerns and limits on how information can be used. Still, the events in this case raise an issue on effective whole-of-nation response to a cyber attack. While in the Sony case, the lack of information sharing did not lead to damage that represented a serious threat to national security, other private-sector assets comprising the nation’s critical infrastructure can be a pressing issue for the federal government. More timely information sharing could have prevented damage to Sony; a future attack, of much greater significance, may be prevented through effective information sharing.
As pointed out in many studies, including a study of intelligence information sharing by the National Infrastructure Advisory Council,103 “Information sharing is perhaps the most important factor in the protection and resilience of critical infrastructure.” This case study shows that effective response to a cyber attack can require significant coordination by different entities across the public and private sectors, highlighting the importance of a whole-of-nation response to sophisticated adversaries. While limited in significance compared to an attack on critical infrastructure, the Sony attack illustrates some of the challenges inherent in a multi-domain response to a sophisticated attack. National policy needs to lay out an effective means to respond in a more coordinated fashion across different government entities operating under different authorities. Policy, practices, and norms also need to evolve for more effective cooperation between the government and private sectors.

### Appendix  North Korea Articles

The following articles result from a search for the phrase “Sony” in the KCNA Watch database, a news aggregator containing English-translated (and English-language) articles from North Korean news sources (KCNA Watch is part of NK Pro, and the articles are behind a soft paywall).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 7</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>Spokesman of Policy Department of NDC Blasts S. Korean Authorities' False Rumor about DPRK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 10</td>
<td>Pyongyang Times</td>
<td>Injustice invites just reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 20</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>DPRK Foreign Ministry Rejects U.S. Accusation against Pyongyang over Cyber Attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 21</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>U.S. Urged to Honestly Apologize to Mankind for Its Evil Doing before Groundlessly Pulling up Others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 24</td>
<td>Pyongyang Times</td>
<td>DPRK NDC hits back at US' anti-DPRK conspiracy theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 25</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>U.S. Human Rights Abuses Disclosed by Korean Media in U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 27</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>Minju Joson Denounces S. Korean Authorities' Plot to Cook up Hideous Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 27</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>U.S. Accused of Blaming DPRK for Cyber Attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 27</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>U.S. Can Never Justify Screening and Distribution of Reactionary Movie: Policy Department of NDC of DPRK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 28</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>Rodong Sinmun Refutes S. Korean Puppet Authorities' Anti-DPRK Accusations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 30</td>
<td>Pyongyang Times</td>
<td>NDC spokesman lambasts move to redistribute smear film</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec. 30</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>Sony Pictures Entertainment Incident Is Misfortune Caused by U.S. Itself: Minju Joson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 4</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>DPRK FM Spokesman Slams U.S. for “New Sanctions”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 6</td>
<td>Pyongyang Times</td>
<td>FM spokesman: Sanctions to backfire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 12</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>U.S. Sanctions against DPRK Denounced by S. Korean Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 12</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>U.S. Announcement of “Presidential Executive Order” against DPRK Denounced by British Organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 12</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>US’ “Presidential Executive Order” Denounced By British Organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 15</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>Statement of NDC Policy Department of DPRK Supported by British Organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 16</td>
<td>Rodong Sinmun</td>
<td>Statement of NDC Policy Department of DPRK Supported by British Organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 16</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>South Koreans Condemn U.S. Sanctions against DPRK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 17</td>
<td>Rodong Sinmun</td>
<td>South Koreans Condemn U.S. Sanctions against DPRK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 20</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>U.S. Is Chiefly to Blame for Disturbing Security of Cyber Space: KCNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 21</td>
<td>Pyongyang Times</td>
<td>Additional sanctions what for?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 21</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>S. Korean Organization Denounces U.S. for Fanning up Anti-DPRK Leaflet Scattering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 22</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>U.S. Is Arch Criminal of Harassing Peace on Korean Peninsula: DPRK Scholar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 23</td>
<td>Pyongyang Times</td>
<td>Destroyer of cyberspace security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 29</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>Rodong Sinmun Blasts U.S. for Cooking up Story about DPRK’s Cyber Attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 30</td>
<td>Rodong Sinmun</td>
<td>U.S. Should Not Cook up Story about DPRK’s Cyber Attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 31</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>U.S. under Fire in S. Korea for Putting Brake on Improvement of Inter-Korean Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 31</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>KCNA Commentary Accuses U.S. of Hacking at DPRK's Computer System</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 1</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>DPRK’s Access to Nukes Is Product of U.S. Hostile Policy toward It: Russian Expert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 2</td>
<td>Rodong Sinmun</td>
<td>U.S. under Fire in S. Korea for Putting Brake on Improvement of Inter-Korean Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 4</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>U.S. Imperialists Will Face Final Doom: DPRK NDC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 5</td>
<td>Rodong Sinmun</td>
<td>U.S. Imperialists Will Face Final Doom: DPRK NDC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 7</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>DPRK Spokesman Blasts Provocative Remarks of S. Korean Chief Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 8</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>U.S. Criminal Acts of Blocking Improvement of North-South Ties and Reunification of Korea Indicted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 9</td>
<td>Rodong Sinmun</td>
<td>DPRK Spokesman Blasts Provocative Remarks of S. Korean Chief Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 10</td>
<td>Rodong Sinmun</td>
<td>U.S. Criminal Acts of Blocking Improvement of North-South</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 10</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>U.S. Is Bound to Face Final Doom: Minju Joson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 12</td>
<td>Pyongyang Times</td>
<td>US indicted for crimes against inter-Korean relations and reunion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 15</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>U.S. Cyber Strategy Assailed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 19</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>Korean in Russia Supports Statement of DPRK NDC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 21</td>
<td>Pyongyang Times</td>
<td>S. Korean authorities urged to drop double-facedness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 27</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>U.S. Accused of Mounting First State-sponsored Cyber Attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 28</td>
<td>Rodong Sinmun</td>
<td>U.S., Chieftain of First State-sponsored Cyber Attack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 2</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>Minju Joson Discloses U.S. Ultimate Purpose in Spreading “Theory of N. Korea’s Hacking” on Its Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 3</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>U.S. “Human Rights” Racket against DPRK and Tortures in Various Parts of World Slammed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 11</td>
<td>Pyongyang Times</td>
<td>White paper lays bare US’ human rights abuses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 19</td>
<td>Pyongyang Times</td>
<td>Reasonable thinking needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 28</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>U.S. Harsh Sanctions against DPRK Will Entail Catastrophic Consequences: Rodong Sinmun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 30</td>
<td>Rodong Sinmun</td>
<td>U.S. Harsh Sanctions against DPRK Will Entail Catastrophic Consequences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 31</td>
<td>Uriminzokkiri</td>
<td>US Harsh Sanctions against DPRK Will Entail Catastrophic Consequences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 2</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>KCNA Commentary Terms U.S. Worst Cyber Attacker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>KCNA Commentary Accuses U.S. of Working Hard to Re-list DPRK as “Sponsor of Terrorism”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 5</td>
<td>KCNA</td>
<td>KCNA Commentary Denounces U.S. Anti-DPRK “Human Rights” Racket</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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